GB2512VSXX COURTESY TELEPHONE e/w AUTOMATIC DIALER

Standard single line telephone set equipped with a single number dialer and amplified receiver. The dialer is completely line powered and field programmable. Lifting the handset off the hook activates the dialer. Ideal in services where it is desirable to restrict the user access to a single called party. Such sets are used in airports, hotel lobbies and hallways to call for reservations, rental car deliveries, etc. as well as being used extensively as emergency telephones. Phone is usually supplied with GB9849 apparatus blank as shown on page 33.

(See page 5 for new Programmable Auto Dialer Telephone Sets.)

COLOR KEY OPTIONS:

XX Denotes color: 00 Black; 44 Light Ash; 47 Red

GB306V VANDAL RESISTANT TELEPHONE

The GB306V Vandal Resistant Telephone set consists of a single line telephone mounted in a rugged brushed stainless steel housing. The unit is e/w an all-metal tone dial with chrome-plated pushbuttons and comes with a 29 armored cord, amplified receiver, glued caps and a heavy steel rear mounting plate. Installation consists of mounting the backing plate to any flat surface and snapping the telephone unit over the plate and locking in place with tamper proof hardware. Housing dimensions: 11.00H x 5.00W x 2.35D. (See page 5 for new Programmable Auto Dialer Telephone Sets.)

ORDERING INFORMATION

GB306V Vandal Resistant Telephone
GB306VN No Dial
GB306VS E/w Programmable
Single Number Dialer, see page 5 for multi-dial capabilities

OPTIONS:

GB116 Electret Transmitter. Add code -ET to part number
GB117 Noise Canceling Transmitter. Add code T to part number.